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Dedication
To everyone and everything, either Here or There. Thank You.
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ABSTRACT

Here is not Here

By
Marzieh Karimi
Master of Fine Arts in Art, Visual Arts

Certain objects and places activate feelings, memories, and thoughts, which ebb
and flow over time. My quiet images challenge the simultaneity of absence and presence,
truth and fiction in photographs. Informed by the experience of displacement, fragmented
and multidimensional thoughts compel me to revisit the past, remembering distinct
moments, places, and the feelings they summon. Drawing from my photographic archive,
the work constructs unlikely places that distort time and space, making psychological
navigation tangible. I edit and manipulate this visual information with additive and
subtractive approaches; cutting and pasting, adhering bits of clay, and sewing with thread
transport me to charged and meaningful past moments, establishing a palpable, however
imagined, space.
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Introduction

There:
There, I was. There, is far and dreamy. There, is where I was born. There, smells like my
grandmother. There, has good food. There, is hot in summer and snowy in winter. People
have black hair and brown eyes, There. There, is where I fell in love for the first time.
People drive aggressively, There. I was out There in green days. There, cats are
everywhere. I lived There for twenty-seven years. I lost a day while traveling from Here
to There. I miss There all the time. There, is 13,000 kilometers from Here. There, is my
home. There, is Tehran.
Here:
Here, I am. Here, is where I write from left to right. Here, is different. Here, I learned
how to live on my own. Here, it is sunny all the time. Here, I got stronger. Here has more
rules. Here, I speak English while I think in Farsi. Here, I shop and eat fast food more
than There. I love driving Here. I gained my lost day while traveling back from There to
Here. I miss Here when I travel There. Here, is my home. Here, is California.
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My father graduated from the same school I attended years later. He majored in
geography. I remember he invented a game that became a common childhood
entertainment for my older sister and me. We used to climb his bookshelf, retrieve his
huge book about world geography, bring it down to our red carpet, and go to the page
showing flags of all countries. That was when the game began. The first player had to
describe two features of a flag, either color or shape, and the other player had a specific
amount of time to guess the country. This is the way we started learning about the world,
its borders, and how everyone lives in the same world, but in different parts with different
languages.
Thanks to my mother’s particular interest in photography and the many
photographs she took with her film camera, I began taking photographs of everything that
interested me, using her camera.
After completing high school, I was accepted to university to study my dreammajor, photography. My acceptance was a turning point, and I experienced living in the
world through the lens of my camera. Studying and creating art helped me to cultivate my
own identity.
Throughout the years, my life and the art of photography have been intertwined.
Photography became my second language. I have struggled with visually communicating
effectively, and my photographs became a vehicle for conveying my emotions and
thoughts.
Before moving to the United States, I juxtaposed the contexts of Iranian social
and private lives in my work, trying to gain a better understanding of others and myself
by photographing private, public, and urban spaces.
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Migration generates intense feelings of loss, isolation, and nostalgia. The process
of adjustment to a new life requires attempts at assimilation, which intensify feelings of
displacement (Machida, 1994).
My sense of displacement involved the separation from cherished belongings,
family, friends, and familiar landscapes and urban environments. After moving to the
United States, I began to investigate and ponder the meaning of identity more than
before. At the same time, a sense of great loneliness compelled me to think about my
past, migration, education, new surroundings, new life, and above all, about my self. As a
result, the idea of remembering things past resonated in my notes and my work.
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Here Is Not Here
Memory is unreliable. Every attempt to recall a memory alters it, and subsequent
attempts to remember change it further. This notion compelled me to live in my
imagination more than in my memories. Susan Sontag writes:
As photographs give people an imaginary possession of a past that is unreal, they
also help people to take possession of space in which they are insecure (Sontag,
2001, p. 6).
I create work that does not belong to a specific time or place; rather, the images I make
distort place and time. I always start with photography, the “truthful” medium. But the
process of manipulating photography’s visual information makes the final work more
poetic and utopian rather than authentic. When images are distorted, the viewer becomes
more aware of every detail and might analyze why certain moments in a photograph are
being manipulated.
This approach to photography and image making relates to the work of other
artists and theories of art. Robert Cumming is an American painter, sculptor,
photographer, and printmaker best known for his conceptual photographs. In a 1976
interview Cumming says:
I guess my feeling towards altering the function of objects, is that art
isn’t supposed to be useful. For instance, the reason hammers aren’t
considered art, they’re considered a tool, is because they’re for a
specific use. So I like the use of real, common, objects that appear to be
functional things, but if I can alter them, slightly, and make them into
art, I think it sets up a tension between the function and the decorative
nature of art (Williams, 2012, p. 32).
Cumming’s black and white photographs seem easy to read at first glance, but after
becoming familiar with the artist and the story behind each picture makes his work
remarkable. The mystery embedded in his work shifts perception.
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Cumming’s photographs of the 1970s confuse perception and undermine
scenarios initially determined to be real. They also invite the viewer to make their
own identification with objects pictured therein once contingencies settle within
the viewer’s understanding (Williams, 2012, p. 31).
For instance, in Toy boat shows a before and after scenario (1974), a small, white boat
floats in a puddle of water, which bears the boat’s “reflection.” The second image of this
diptych reveals the “reflection” to be another little white boat, lying upside down in the
puddle (Image 1).

Image 1. Toy boat shows a before and after scenario, Silver print, 7.6” x 9.6” 1974

I appreciate art that requires investigation and unpacking, revealing details that
one would not immediately notice. The French semiotician and theorist Roland Barthes
identified two elements in every photographic image, Studium and Punctum, the element
that initially calls attention and the thing that "pricks or bruises,” respectively (Barthes,
1982). My images embrace Barthes’ ideology by using visual elements that initially
engage the viewer’s attention, and then including ambiguous and subtle details that
encourage deeper investigation.
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My photographs deconstruct and rebuild spaces. My photographic archive of
landscapes, urban, and suburban places undergoes a transformation to convey a sense of
displacement. In a world of borders that separate people, races, and places, I make
fictional “wonderlands” in which time and space are distorted.
The illusionistic photographs by Thomas Demand depict three-dimensional
models sculpted entirely from cardboard. His reconstructions of politically and
historically significant photographs affected my perception of real versus fabricated
places when I saw his work at the Hammer Museum in Los Angeles, California (Perfect
Likeness: Photography and Composition). Demand’s image of a bathtub with a yellow
bar of soap becomes a minimalist composition that challenges notions of authenticity and
requires the viewer’s attention in order to apprehend every detail of its construction
(Image 2).
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Image 2. Daily #2, Framed dye transfer print, 2012

Outspoken Brooklyn-based artist Daniel Gordon declares photography’s
fundamental role within contemporary art practice, and its consequent detachment from
traditional notions of the medium. Gordon’s colorful still life photographs are comprised
of hundreds of images he pulls from the web, magazines, and newspapers. The labor
involved in his creations gives physical context for images drawn from the virtual world
of the Internet (Image 3).
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Image 3. Anemone Flowers and Avocado, C-Print, 45” x 36” 2012

The most grandiose result of the photographic enterprise is to give us the sense
that we can hold the whole world in our heads as an anthology of images. To
collect photographs is to collect the world (Sontag, 2001, p. 1).
Photographs embody dead moments from the past. Once the photograph is taken, that
moment has passed and becomes separated from its original context; it is no longer alive
(Barthes, 1982). To challenge this nature of photography, my work simultaneously
incorporates various locations and times, yielding my abstract view of the world at a
given moment. The photographs distort space and scale in both familiar and unfamiliar
places, yielding surreal compositions. The process involves building upon the last idea,
and imagery seen in previous bodies of work resurfaces in new work. Repeating objects
and places helps me to relive memories through new bodies of work.
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Description of Works
Here Is Not Here
The photographic series Here Is Not Here incorporates various images drawn
from my previous photographs taken in the United States and Iran.
I used to go to my studio, feeling lonely, reading, thinking, and reviewing my
small archive of photographs. Those days, I spent a lot of time alone with my thoughts,
my memories, and my photos from the past. My studio-based project took shape
gradually. This time-intensive process involves finding images, scanning film, printing,
cutting, and constructing them into three-dimensional compositions, using natural light
and its shadows; the last step involves photographing these constructions. After I saw the
first images printed, I became excited to keep exploring.
The cutout pieces and images are urban spaces, street signs, and still life
compositions, and the process of extracting these subjects from their primary sources and
reassembling them into staged spaces emphasizes the idea of displacement. The
transformation of two-dimensional images into three-dimensional installations establishes
a staged space that I photograph to create two-dimensional compositions once again.
Through deconstruction and reconstruction, the objects and places come together to
acquire new meanings. These final images contain various layers of different times and
places instead of being confined within a specific moment. The result is a surreal image
that disorients viewers, drawing them into my fictional world.
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Image 4. Here Is Not Here #1, Archival pigment print, Dimensions variable, 2015

Image 5. Here Is Not Here #2, Archival pigment print, Dimensions variable, 2015
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Image 6. Here Is Not Here #3, Archival pigment print, Dimensions variable, 2015
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It Was Good to Be There
During the summer of 2016, I studied at CSU Monterey Bay for the Summer
Arts’ two-week intensive studio course. To familiarize myself with this strange coastal
place, I went for long walks alone, exploring the new environment with my Fuji Instax
camera. Producing instant photographs much like the now defunct Polaroid cameras, the
Instax allowed me to literally and figuratively frame my surroundings as two-dimensional
images immediately after taking the pictures. I found comfort in this daily routine of
walking and photographing. My parameters involved using two packs of Instax film on
each walk. Most of the images featured abandoned military buildings that I was curious
about because I was prohibited from exploring them.
After a few days, I laid out all of the pictures and discovered that they told only a
part of a story, and I needed them to say more about my feelings and thoughts of roaming
in this new strange area. The Instax pictures were not enough to show how I lived in this
place or how I imagined it after I left. One day I found myself altering the Instax pictures;
I adhered pieces of clay on top of these dye destruction prints, placing clay on the roofs,
walls, chimneys, and organic elements within the photographs. The smooth flexible
nature of the clay was malleable enough to make different shapes, and I used it to add my
experience on top of the places recorded in the photographs by covering selected areas.
Handling the tiny pieces of clay and adhering them to the photograph’s surface resulted
in imbedded fingerprints and dust. In addition to these details, shadows cast by the small
clay pieces became part of the photograph, requiring close viewing. At the same time,
this additive approach challenges the idea of photography being “essentially an act of
non-intervention” (Sontag, 2001, p. 8). The unique, intimate space that each 2.25” by
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3.25” image established requires a delicate hand, and this painstaking, quiet process
allowed me to reflect on my adventures and feelings about the spaces I had inhabited.
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Image 7. It Was Good to Be There #1, Dye destruction print, clay, 2.25” x 3.25”, 2016

Image 8. It Was Good to Be There #2, Dye destruction print, clay, 2.25” x 3.25”, 2016
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I Remember There Differently
I returned home from Monterey Bay after two weeks with dozens of overexposed
Instax prints that became souvenirs of my experience. Just like my memories, many
details of the photographs were faded as a result of forgetting to adjust the exposure
setting at the beginning of each photographing session. After a few weeks, I could hardly
recognize the places portrayed; I faintly remembered some of the locations, but not all the
details, including how I felt at the time. I had only vague memories of these days,
walking alone in a strange place.
My reaction was to sew on these ambiguous pieces of my recent past by punching
holes among unclear organic or architectural shapes in an attempt to trace the memory
that I had failed to capture with my camera. The thread embodied time and connected
distant and ghostly memories. The act of going into the picture with needle and thread
compelled me to stare at the image, spending more time with it. In the process, I alter
both my work and my memories at the same time. The contrast between the refined
thread and the overexposed images frustrates the illusion of spatial depth that
photographs normally suggest. Chemical reactions caused by the punctured holes yield
surprising new colors between the white thread and the shiny surface of the Instax prints.
The results are unlikely abstract shapes and colors on miniature photographs.
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Image 9. I Remember There Differently #1, Dye destruction, thread, 3.25” x 2.25”, 2016
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Conclusion
The geographic and historical particulars of one’s life are not always self-selected,
but they comprise the facts that follow a person throughout her life. This is true for me,
despite the decision to leave home. People change and move, and places and objects
accumulate individual reminiscences and collective memories.
The process of deconstructing and reconstructing images challenges the concept
of authenticity, reality, and truth in photography. By mentally going back and forth
through time, I connect reality and imagination and make transitions between the two.
The labor and time I invest in my previous photographs helps me connect with the past; I
alter the images and live in a surreal world of my imagination.
Memory defines a life, but imagination affords possibilities. Considering both
helped me to understand myself more expansively, and this personal investigation has led
me to believe that identity is comprised of memory and imagination.
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